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Best Bluetooth Workout Headphones are a Big Hit with
Moms
Monika Allen October 08, 2015

The latest best bluetooth workout headphones from Santa Barbara Specialty
allow for a hands free operation specially for busy moms.

(Newswire.net -- October 5, 2015) San Jose, CA -- Taking care of a household in
today’s fast paced world can be a bit of a hassle. From making sure everyone
wakes up and is prepared for the day ahead to scheduling the picking up of children
from school later in the evening, mothers can have a hard task prioritizing their day.
With many busy moms around, there needs to be the most innovative gadgets to
ensure ease of use and less time wasted during the day. The new best Bluetooth
workout headphones from Santa Barbara Specialties is one such product that

reduces the hassle for busy moms.

The best bluetooth workout headphones allow for a hands free operation  of various devices. Busy moms can connect
their smart phone or tablet and still get to have their phone conversations and listen to music. Moms can appreciate
that the earbuds can connect to multiple devices they may have in the home or office.

The bluetooth technology of the earbuds allows it to connect to iOS enabled devices such as iPhones, iPads, iPod
Touch and iPhone watches. The earbud can connect to Android devices as well as the Samsung Galaxy. Busy moms
will avoid the tangled mess that usually accompany wired earbuds since this product is one compact design that only
connects to both ears without an input jack.

Busy moms can access lightweight earbuds that have a microphone and volume control, as mothers go about their
day. They will be able to hold phone conversations while keeping their hands free. With the attached microphone, they
can both listen and speak. According to Santa Barbara Specialties, the bluetooth wireless earbuds also transition into
excellent headphones for music.

According to the company, the bluetooth wireless earbuds are capable of producing high quality music as well as clear
speech. The earbuds are made with the latest technology to provide premium sound quality. Additionally, the earbuds
utilize noise reduction technology to enhance the type and decibel of sound received.

Moms can even take the earbuds while going exercising such as running and jogging and have a unique experience.
They can take the best bluetooth workout headphones while going to the gym , cycling or lifting weights. The earbuds
are designed to avoid the tangled mess that tends to happen when headphone wires are loosed and therefore reduce
the chance of hazards and accidents.

Customers can save 15% each on qualifying items by Santa Barbara Specialties when they purchase three or more
items.

About Santa Barbara Specialty

Santa Barbara Specialty manufacturer of Best Wireless Workout Headphones - Bluetooth Earbuds for Running,
Working Out, Gym, Exercise, Sports, Hands Free Phone Calls - Lightweight with Microphone and Volume Control in
Earpiece for iPhone, Android, Galaxy, Ipod, Ipad and other Bluetooth Enabled Devices.
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